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Data Lake Ingestion: Automatic External 
Table Partitioning with Hive and AWS 
DynamoDB Table Configuration Details 
 
In this supplement to the Data Lake Ingestion: Automatic External Table Partitioning 
with Hive and AWS post on the AWS Big Data blog, I explain in more detail about the 
configuration of the two DynamoDB tables that enable the AWS Lambda function to 
parse the object key passed by Amazon S3: 
 

 TestHiveSchemaSettings 
 TestHiveTableSettings 

 
You can change these table names but you also need to change the values in the 
lambda_function.py code and recompress the deployment package so the Lambda function 
can find the DynamoDB tables where the configurations are stored. 

 
TestHiveSchemaSettings 

 
There are two types of entries that need to be configured in this table: 

 Cluster setting  
 Schema setting  

 
 You created these entries in Step 6 of the walkthrough. 

 
Cluster setting entries 

 
FIELD REQUIRED DEFINITION 
ClusterID Yes A unique name for your 

cluster. This value must be 
the same as the one coded in 
the Lambda function Python 
code. By this design, one 
Lambda function maps to one 
EMR cluster. 

SchemaName Yes FIXED VALUE: ClusterSetting 
Hostname Yes The public DNS name of the 

EMR cluster. 
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Hive provides different kinds of authentication mechanisms. In this walkthrough, you 
didn’t configure credentials to access Hive, so the username and password are not set. 

 
Schema setting entries 
 

FIELD REQUIRED DEFINITION 
ClusterID Yes The same value as ClusterID 

under “Cluster setting 
entries”. 

SchemaName Yes The schema name on the 
specified cluster, e.g. default. 
If you have more than one 
schema, create an entry for 
each schema. 

SearchPaths Yes An [ARRAY] of prefixes to 
find the TableID in table 
settings. An example will be 
provided. 

 
Note: In Hive, “Schema” and “Database” are used interchangeably; for this 
walkthrough, use “Schema”. 

 

TestHiveTableSettings 
This table also stores two types of records: 
 

 TableConfig 
 FailedAction 

 
TableConfig records 
The first type of record is used for table configuration. As different Hive tables may have 
different partition settings, the Lambda function uses the configuration together with 
the schema configuration to understand how to parse the S3 object key and retrieve the 
proper partition values. 
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FIELD REQUIRED DEFINITION 
RecordID Yes A unique table ID. This must 

be the same value as the 
value in the S3 object key. 
For more information, see 
the example below. 

RecordType Yes FIXED VALUE: TableConfig 
TableName Yes The exact same value as the 

Hive table name that you are 
updating. 

PartitionGroupingRules Must exist in either schema 
or table setting 

An ARRAY of ARRAYs setting 
how the object key will be 
grouped into value groups. 
For more information, see 
the example below. 

PartitionMappingOrders Optional An ARRAY of number 
sequences with the order of 
the grouped values. If this 
value is not set, Lambda uses 
the natural order from left to 
right. For example, if your 
partitions are in the right 
order, you don’t need to 
provide anything. 

Delimiters Optional An ARRAY of delimiters,  e.g., 
[/,-,=]. You can provide more 
than one delimiter; when 
Lambda parses the key, it 
splits using all the delimiters 
specified. 

 
For fields like PartitionGroupingRules, PartitionMappingOrders, and Delimiters, you can 
put them in TestHiveTableSettings for an individual table or put them in the 
TestHiveSchemaSettings table to be applied to all tables in that schema. 
 
After a table is successfully run one time, the partition column names are inserted into 
the tableconfig entry so there is no need to send an extra query to Hive later to retrieve 
the partition column names. 

 
FailedAction records 

 
The second type of record is generated by Lambda automatically when 
there is a failed action; there’s no need to configure it.  
 
If the addition of a new partition failed, the record with partition values is written to this 
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table as a failed record. During the next trigger of the Lambda function, it checks whether 
there are failed records. If so, it first reruns the failed records using the partition values 
stored in DynamoDB and then runs the new additions. 
 
Example TestHiveTableSettings table 

Look at an example based on the TestHiveTableSettings table that you just created in 
Hive. This is the TableConfig entry for the wikistats table. 

 
 

The S3 location must contain exactly the same value, “wikistats”. Lambda uses this unique 
table ID to query the DynamoDB table. 

 

 
When S3 detects a new object added to the target bucket, it sends an event 
notification to the Lambda function. The event is a dictionary containing the bucket 
name, object key, and other related information. For this walkthrough, you only 
care about the bucket name and key: 

 
 Bucket: lambda.hive.demo 
 Key: demo/testtriggerdata/data/wikistats/2008/10/01/pagecounts-20081001-

000000 
 

The key contains the partition value 2008/10/01 that needs to be retrieved to create 
new partition. For Lambda to properly parse the key, you need to set SearchPaths in 
the TestHiveSchemaSettings table:  
 

{ 
"RecordID": "wikistats", 
  "RecordType": "TableConfig", 
  "TableName": "wiki", 
  "PartitionGroupingRules": [ 
     [ 
       3, 
       "-" 
     ] 
   ] 
} 

s3:// 
lambda.hive.demo/demo/testtriggerdata/data/wikistats/2008/10/01/pagecount
s-20081001-000000 
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The definition of SearchPaths is the string before your unique table ID (in this case, 
“wikistats”). If in some rare cases, the data spreads to different places, you may add 
more values to the SearchPaths array based on the same rules. 

 
Now look at the PartitionGroupingRules field. The value to retrieve for the partition ‘dt’ 
is 2008/10/01, and it should be in the format 2008-10-01. After parsing, the key 
becomes an array split by the delimiter ‘/’: 

 

From the first element of the array, you need to group the first three elements and 
concatenate them with “-”.   The PartitionGroupingRules value is: 

 

 

Here is a more complicated example for PartitionGroupingRules. You may 
have more than one partition, or a key that is not as well-formatted as the 
previous example, as in the following: 

 

 
If your partition is “dt” with value 2008-10-01 and ‘region’ with value “America”, plus 
some content that you don’t need for partition values, you need to configure 
PartitionGroupingRules in a more complicated way. In this case, the key is:  
 
demo/testtriggerdata/data/wikistats/somegarbage/somegarbage2/dt=2008-10-
01/somegarbage3/America/pagecounts-20081001-000000 

 
Notice that there is a “=” and “dt” which you don’t need as the partition column names 
are retrieved using the Hive create table DDL. You need to skip that element by setting 
the delimiters as below first. 

 

"SearchPaths": [ 
    "demo/testtriggerdata/data" 
  ] 
 

[2008,10,01,pagecounts-20081001-000000] 

"PartitionGroupingRules": [ 
     [3,"-"] 
  ] 
 

s3:// 
lambda.hive.demo/demo/testtriggerdata/data/wikistats/somegarbage/somegar
bage2/dt=2008-10-01/somegarbage3/America/pagecounts-20081001-000000 
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After parsing with the above delimiters, the key becomes: 

 
The values that you need are in RED: 2008-10-01 and America. 

 
The PartitionGroupingRules value should be as follows: 

 

 
This means: Skip the first 3 elements, and then group the next element as the first 
partition value. Skip another element and then group the next element as the second 
partition value. 
 
If you have any other questions, please feel free to comment on the main post. For more 
general information, see Working with Tables in the Amazon DynamoDB Developer Guide. 

 

"Delimiters": [ 
    "/", 
    "=" 
   ] 

[somegarbase,somegarbage2,dt,2008-10-01,somegarbage3,America,pagecounts-
20081001-000000] 

"PartitionGroupingRules": [ 
     ["s", 3], 
     [1], 
     ["s",1], 
     [1] 
  ] 
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